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Abstract
Renewable energy and fossil fuels have been doing battle on the global political stage for years. 
Both sides continually clash on issues such as affordability, regulations, infrastructure, 
environmental impact, and more. Recently, the February 2021 Texas energy crisis in which the 
state’s electrical grid was slammed with multiple intense winter storms and subsequently left 
millions without power, has brought the issue of energy reliability to the forefront. In the wake of 
the disaster many blamed Texas’s wind turbines as cause for the outages, while others pointed to 
natural gas pipelines. This poster project seeks to go beyond the political distortion and address 
the real science behind the issue. This project explores the questions of what reliable energy 
means, and if variable renewable energy sources such as wind and solar could be considered 
reliable by industry standards. Crucially, this project also compares and contrasts reliability data 
for fossil fuels and renewables provided by research institutes, utility companies, non-
governmental organizations, and government agencies. Limitations to renewable energy reliability 
are also explored. This project identifies existing research on methods the renewable energy 
sector can utilize to increase the reliability of renewable energy technology to match and exceed 
that of fossil fuels. The topic of this project is vital to discuss as both the United States and the 
world at large reckon with more and more frequent energy disasters like Texas. The climate crisis 
looms large over the energy debate, and the need to transition the world’s energy infrastructure 
away from fossil fuels and over to renewables is dire. 
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Wind And Solar Reliability
U.S. Energy 
Consumption
Wind and solar energy have long been the subject of  controversy. 
Many skeptics, like former President Donald Trump, point to cloudy 
weather or less-than-windy days to call into question the reliability 
of variable energy sources like solar and wind. Here are the facts: 
Wind and solar, while maintaining limited reliability currently, still 
serve as an important backbone for many American energy grids. 
While fossil fuels supply the baseload, renewables are often used to 
meet demand when the baseload can’t supply enough. The National 
Resources Defense Council points to the need for more energy grids 
to become “flexible” like this, incorporating renewables to make up 
for where fossil fuels fall short. The National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory cites wind as a “grid stabilizer” for this reason, citing that 
renewables increase the overall reliability of electrical grids.
A frozen natural gas pipeline and valve. Freezing pipes were a major 
cause of the outages.
(SOURCE: Shutterstock/nenets copyright)
Fossil Fuel Reliability and Risks
I conclude my project with this statement: Renewable energy from variable sources such as wind 
and solar is currently not reliable enough on a large scale to be the sole provider powering the 
U.S. grid. However, these sources currently add significant reliability to the fossil fuel dominated 
system. While renewables stagnate under the weight of restrictive policies and political duress, 
their technological future is proven to be bright. The U.S. government has a responsibility to 
prioritize renewable reliability and foster its growth. This process must be swift and effective, as 
the threat of climate change not only threatens our coasts and our homes, but also our energy 
infrastructure. The Texas energy crisis provided a powerful lesson: continuing to rely on toxic, 
dangerous fossil fuels for their reliability instead of promoting renewable growth will only 
worsen the issue. Fossil fuels may have been winning the energy wars for the past few decades, 
but unless renewables win the next, we are all going to lose.
This graph displays all reported U.S. natural gas transmission “events” i.e. transmission issues and failures, along with major 
transmission outages 2005-2015. It is evident that while major outages remain low, transmission issues like leaks or nicks run high.
SOURCE: Carly Page, U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Policy and Systems Analysis (2017)
Worldwide, the majority of 
pipelines have been in place 
for more than 20 years, with 
most having been installed 
between 1950-1970. More 
than half of these pipelines 
are undetectable by in-line 
inspection technology, 
meaning they cannot be 
properly assessed and fixed. 
This has led to mass 
corrosion and cracking, 
bringing on dangerous 
polluting spills and leaks.
Improving Renewable Energy Reliability
A restrictive renewable policy in Massachusetts:
MA runs a net metering program which allows consumers to 
offset their energy bills by producing household solar. Net 
metering is capped at 7-8% however, meaning that only very 
few can utilize the program. The Solar Energy Industries 
Association estimates that the state has lost $78 million in solar 
production and a total of 124 public and private solar projects.
The Production Tax Credit (PTC)
The PTC program provides tax 
credits to energy companies per 
unit of wind energy produced. 
According to the U.S. Department 
of Energy wind power capacity has 
grown 30% annually as a result of 
the program. Expanded incentive 
programs like the PTC for other 
sources like solar and hydropower 
would be an efficient method of 
increasing reliability through 
increasing capacity.
Renewable energy reliability is limited by a multitude of technological and political factors. 
Currently, sources like wind serve only as supplemental fuels. A study in Energy & Environmental 
Sciences found that wind energy technology does not currently have the infrastructure to take over 
any meaningful production from fossil fuels. A similar study found that photovoltaic solar arrays 
degrade significantly over time, greatly reducing output. Both example issues compound with the 
lack of renewable energy storage, the most critical technological limitation on the sector. All of 
these issues can be attributed to U.S. renewable energy policy. While the U.S. has provided the 
sector with considerable subsidies (nearly $103 billion since 1979), the sector still produces less 
then a fourth of the country’s energy. This is a result of restrictive policies that limit innovation, a 
lack of significant energy transition policy, and the ongoing immense influence that the fossil fuel 
sector has over Congress and state legislatures.
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The 2021 Texas Energy Crisis was the result of a perfect 
storm of factors: the state’s independent energy grid, 
overreliance on natural gas, intensifying climate change, 
and ignored science. A snap winter storm slammed the 
state, raising the energy demand to a record-setting 69,150 
megawatts. The state’s non-weatherized energy facilities 
began to fail in the cold weather, and 30,000 MW was 
forced off the grid. The majority of the energy loss can be 
attributed to freezing natural gas pipelines. Wind, the 
second largest energy source, still produced close to its 
expected quota with only minor losses. While Governor 
Abbot blames renewables for this crisis, the culprit has 
been proven to be natural gas. It is time for the country to 
reexamine fossil fuel reliability in the age of climate change.
Reliability: Defined by the 
U.S. Department of Energy 
as the ability of an electrical 
system to continually meet 
energy demand as well as 
withstand sudden shock.
This figure shows the distribution of U.S. energy sources in 2000 and 
2018. Key takeaways are the reduction in coal, growth of natural gas, 
and only miniscule growth of renewables.
While fossil fuels have been the dominant reliable energy source 
for the last several decades, glaring infrastructure issues and 
dangerous risks call its reliability future into question. An aging 
infrastructure has led to mass degradation, resulting in service 
failures and harmful events like spills and explosions. The North 
American Electric Reliability Corporation found in 2016 that 
while fossil fuels will be able to reliably power the U.S. for the 
next ten years, growing overreliance on natural gas with its 
minimal storage and lack of weatherization will lead to significant 
service issues across the national grid. 
The 2018 Merrimack Valley gas explosions killed one person, 
injured 21, and forced 8,000 people to move out of their 
homes. The explosions were caused by excessive pressure in 
the natural gas pipelines.
*insert caption*
The two figures above are 2019 projections by the U.S. Energy Information Administration.  
They show rapid growth in global solar and wind energy development leading to a peak in 
2050. Major expected increases in reliability are the driving force of these projections.
While renewable energy currently 
lacks industry-standard reliability 
on a national scale, there are many 
actionable solutions at both the 
state and federal level. Here are 
two solutions that can bolster the 
renewable sector and make 
sources like wind and solar more 
reliable:
This figure from the New York Times illustrates how natural gas lost more 
output than the rest of the state’s energy sources. Wind by contrast,  
maintained higher reliability.
A dual wind plant and solar array. SOURCE: Shutterstock
80% 
of U.S. electricity
will be supplied by 
renewables while 
maintaining reliability by 
2050, according to a 2017 
report by the U.S. 
Department of Energy.
8 trillion kilowatt-hours 
of solar energy are projected to be 
produced globally by 2050. 
Or, enough energy to light 
751,244,248 homes.
- 4.4 million Texans lost power
- 25 people died
- 13 million without drinking water
The crisis by the numbers:
This chart displays Texas’s energy portfolio. 
Note the heavy reliance on natural gas at 46%.
Microbial corrosion in a liquefied natural gas pipeline.
SOURCE: Metropolitan Engineering Services
The crisis in Texas was a 
worst-case scenario, but 
its real human impacts are 
not unlike what the U.S. 
has been witnessing for 
many years. A reliance on 
volatile fuels comes with a 
high cost. Is meager semi-
reliability and contributing 
to climate change worth 
the price?
A ship sits on a band of oil from the 2010 Deepwater 
Horizon spill. SOURCE: ©Daniel Beltrá
The 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill dumped 
210 million gallons of petroleum into the Gulf of 
Mexico. It killed 11 people, poisoned hundreds, 
and destroyed countless marine ecosystems.
Gas explosions set houses ablaze in Lawrence MA while firefighters attempt 
to fight the flames. SOURCE:Photo by WCVB via AP
Investing in research on 
predicting and reducing 
variability in wind and solar
Providing direct subsidies for 
renewable energy storage 
technology development
This graph shows the positive relationship between PTC extensions and annual wind capacity growth. It displays 
that any budget cuts to the PTC would result in fairly dramatic losses in wind capacity.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Energy, Staff Report on Electricity Markets and Reliability (2017)
